design addict
THE #1 DESIGN MARKETPLACE IN EUROPE

• A worldwide MARKETPLACE
• An INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY OF DESIGN EXPERTS
• A WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
• INFORMATION about vintage & contemporary design
• A NETWORKING PLACE of vintage dealers around the world
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# How to Join the Marketplace

**Fee per Item**
- Ideal for **private sellers**
- Specific target
- Very competitive price
- No commission
- No long term commitment
- More benefits compared to general sales sites

**1 Year Subscription**
- Ideal for **professional sellers**: shops galleries
- Specific target
- A beneficial tariff
- No commission
- Powerful tools to monitor, manage and optimise your inventory
- Faster higher conversion rates

## Description

### Rate
- **€25/Item**
- **€950 Year**

### Period
- 3 months
- Year subscription

### Visibility
- **ON DESIGNADDICT WEBSITE**
  - Showcase in the «Buy&Sell» section
  - On the Home page
  - On the «Read&Talk» hub

- **NEWSLETTER + SOCIAL NETWORKS**
  - 15% Discount on bannering advertising

- **ADVERTISING** (see Advertising offer)
- **HIGHLIGHTED PRESENCE IN LINKS DIRECTORY**

### Payment Mode
- **ON DESIGNADDICT WEBSITE**
  - Credit card
  - Paypal

- **ANNUALLY**
  - Credit card
  - Paypal
  - Bank transfer

---

**Design Addict**

The #1 Design Marketplace in Europe
NEW SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

• Ideal for **professional sellers**: shops galleries
• **FREE SUBSCRIPTION**
• 20% commission on sale
• No direct sales between buyer & seller (we make sales for you)
• Shipping can be organised by Design Addict

**DESCRIPTION**

**RATE**

**FREE SUBSCRIPTION**

**VISIBILITY**

✔ **ON DESIGNADDICT WEBSITE**

• Listings published in the «Buy&Sell» section & on the Home page
• The seller’s contact details are not provided to the buyer before the sale.

✔ **NEWSLETTER + SOCIAL NETWORKS**
Designaddict.com is a leading design portal, targeting the international community of design professionals and private consumers.

Founded in 1998, Design Addict has witnessed a brilliant rise since then. Thanks to its permanent wish to respond in the best possible way to users’ expectations, Design Addict has succeeded in imposing itself as the undeniable international leader of information websites in the field of product and interior design.
Atlas with thousands item sheets, facts and informations.

Articles to learn more about vintage and contemporary design.

Unique place to ask questions and discuss about design and vintage items.

Stay informed about the latest books over design
Find the links and visibility for our partners

Large market place where everyone has the possibility to buy and sell vintage items.

Full design calendar : never miss a design event

Atlas with thousands item sheets, facts and informations.

Articles to learn more about vintage and contemporary design.

Unique place to ask questions and discuss about design and vintage items.

Stay informed about the latest books over design
Find the links and visibility for our partners

Large market place where everyone has the possibility to buy and sell vintage items.

Full design calendar : never miss a design event

Atlas with thousands item sheets, facts and informations.

Articles to learn more about vintage and contemporary design.

Unique place to ask questions and discuss about design and vintage items.

Stay informed about the latest books over design
Find the links and visibility for our partners

Large market place where everyone has the possibility to buy and sell vintage items.

Full design calendar : never miss a design event
Multi awarded website praised by Forbes, Newsweek, The Times, Yahoo, How, Metropolis Magazine, Elle Decor, Domus etc..

How, USA
The current Top 10: «Addicted to design? Here’s your latest fix. Design Addict is an online resource for postmodern and contemporary design, where you’ll find info on designers, furniture and more. The site also boasts the most comprehensive online list of design manufacturers.»

Forbes, USA
Best of the web: «A lush, cross-referenced database of designers, producers, and sales resource. And don’t miss the 355 vintage design links. The emphasis at this handsome site is on sharing information by and for design lovers the world over.»

Newsweek, USA
Net Results - «Design Addict: Perhaps the best-designed design site, it’s like an artist and product encyclopedia plus Rolodex...»

The Times, UK
The Arts Online: «Design Addicts - A haven for those who cannot get enough of their Eames chairs and Peter Schlumbohm coffee makers, this Belgian-run site has much to recommend it as a database designed to serve and link the global design community.

Metropolitan Home, USA
Website of the month: «Designaholics will love designaddict.com -- and not only for its links to almost every other design site. It also has an extensive index of designers and manufacturers, a bibliography of books on 20th-century design and even virtual exhibitions.»